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Introduction

Our Challenge

The SCADA master plan had to assess 

current SCADA tech, governance, staffing 

resources and related infrastructure. 

Brantford needed a vision and a road-

map for ongoing, sustainable supply of 

safe drinking water and environmentally 

responsible treatment of wastewater.

Real Results

The City of Branford & NLS jointly 

presented the master plan to City Council 

on Tuesday May 17th, 2016. Council 

endorsed the master plan and unanimously 

voted in favour of its implementation, which 

included hiring three new staff members 

and $5 million in capital upgrades.

Putting sustainability first with a plan for modern 
automation systems and infrastructure

The City of Brantford provides water to an vibrant community of 95,000, using a 

SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) System to monitor and control the 

water plant, wastewater plant, and remote facilities associated with water distribution 

and wastewater collection.

The city inherited the SCADA system in 2016. It was originally installed in the early 

90s to manage pumping stations, chemical addition, and effluent water quality. This 

process was hampered by old hardware and software with poor controls, putting the 

city at risk of sewer backups, residential flooding, or increased pollution in the nearby 

Grand River.

The city sought an independent review and evaluation of the existing SCADA System 

with the intention of bringing it up to industry-best standards. They selected NLS 

develop the SCADA Master Plan.
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Looking at the Existing System

We took an inventory of all SCADA related assets, including hardware, software, 

networks & databases. We followed up with an assessment of the current SCADA 

system, governance policies and procedures, staffing resources and related 

infrastructure.

Consulting with Stakeholders

For the purpose of gap analysis, NLS conducted a series of workshops with water 

and wastewater operations, maintenance, compliance, IT, and other departmental 

stakeholders. Their feedback was used to set group performance goals that support 

the City’s mission and vision. Through this process, priorities were defined to guide 

selection of future equipment, maximizing value, reliability, flexibility, and robustness.

Making a Recommendation
NLS developed a series of action plans to address the problem areas discovered 

in the consultation phase. The action and implementation plan outlined a 10 year 

program consisting of short term (2 year), mid-term (5 year), and long term (10 year) 

work packages. Each work package included quantified engineering design costs, 

construction costs, as well as operational and maintenance costs.

Creating the final Master Plan

We detailed final deliverables in an executive summary along with a description 

and summary of the SCADA Master Plan. A cash flow forecast and implementation 

schedule that illustrated all action items and their relationship was included. We 

also provided the City with a cost tracking spreadsheet to record and compare 

engineering, equipment, resource, operational, and construction costs against 

forecasted costs.

Steps we took to create the SCADA Master Plan
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Acceptance and Results

We detailed final deliverables in an executive summary along with a description 

and summary of the SCADA Master Plan. A cash flow forecast and implementation 

schedule that illustrated all action items and their relationship was included. We 

also provided the City with a cost tracking spreadsheet to record and compare 

engineering, equipment, resource, operational, and construction costs against 

forecasted costs.

Sustained Relationships and Goals

6 months down the road, the implementation of the 2 year plan is underway. The 

Master Plan provided clear direction and confidence when hiring 3 new staff members 

and pursuing capital upgrades. NLS was also available for ongoing engineering 

support.

“Subsequent to the master plan the City retained NLS directly to help us develop our 

first set of SCADA standards. Their hands-on experience in the industry helped us to 

set realistic standards that will not only help us to standardize our internal platforms 

but also provide a comprehensive boiler-plate for future works.”

About NLS Services  

The senior management team at NLS Engineering has been working in municipal 

water and wastewater since the mid-1990s. Our experience and understanding of 

municipal water and wastewater is holistic and we’ve all worked for contractors, 

engineering firms and municipalities for the past 20 years. 

nlsengineering.com/services

Conclusion


